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I. INTRODUCTION:

The target landscape for malware attacks (i.e., viruses, 
spam bots, worms and other malicious software) has 
moved considerably from the large-scale Internet to the 
growing popular mobile networks, with a total count 
of known mobile malware instances of more than 350 
reported in early 2007. This is mainly because of two 
reasons. One is the emergence of powerful mobile de-
vices, such as the iPhone, Blackberry, and Android de-
vices, and increasingly diversified mobile applications, 
such as Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS), mobile 
games and peer-to-peer file sharing. The other reason 
is the introduction of mobile Internet, which indirectly 
induces the malware. 

Malware which traditionally resides in the wired In-
ternet can now use mobile devices and networks to 
propagate. The potential effects of malware propaga-
tion on mobile users and service providers can be very 
serious, including deterioration of mobile device per-
formance, excessive charges to mobile users due to 
excessive mobile data usage, and large scale network 
breakdowns caused by malware outbreak related is-
sues [3]. Designing an efficient detection and defense 
system are necessary to prevent such large-scale out-
breaks [4][5]; and it should be an urgent and high prior-
ity research agenda.

2. EXISTING SYSTEM:

Currently, mobile malware can propagate by using two 
different dominant approaches. Via MMS, a malware 
can send a copy of itself to all devices whose numbers 
are found in the address book of the infected handset.
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In this aspect, existing distributed malware coping 
schemes, such as signature flooding , which may ex-
haust the system resources and induce overhead cost, 
and CPMC , which does not take into account the re-
source limitation at all, are not practical for mobile net-
works. 

Finally, the mobile devices are heterogeneous in terms 
of operating systems (OS), and different malware tar-
get different systems. This heterogeneous feature as 
well as the propagation via both local and global con-
nectivity should be taken into consideration in the de-
sign of the defense system for real use.

DISADVANTAGES OF EXISTING SYSTEM:

There is a problem for optimal signature distribution  »
to defend mobile networks against the propagation of 
both proximity and MMS-based malware.

The existing system offers only protection against  »
only one attack at a time.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM:

In this paper, we propose an optimal signature distribu-
tion scheme by considering the following realistic mod-
eling assumptions, 1) the network contains heteroge-
neous devices as nodes, 2) different types of malware 
can only infect the targeted systems, and 3) the stor-
age resource of each device for the defense system is 
limited. These assumptions are usually not addressed 
in previous analytical work for simplicity reasons. Our 
contributions are summarized as follows:

We formulate the optimal signature distribution  »
problem with the consideration of the heterogeneity 
of mobile devices and malware, and the limited re-
sources of the defense system.

We give a centralized greedy algorithm for the signa- »
ture distribution problem. We prove that the proposed 
greedy algorithm can obtain the optimal solution for 
the system, which provides the benchmark solution for 
our distributed algorithm design.

We propose an encounter-based distributed al- »
gorithm to disseminate the malware signatures us-
ing Metropolis sampler . Through extensive real and 
synthetic-trace driven simulations, we show that our 
distributed algorithm approaches the optimal system 
performance.

This kind of malware propagates in the social graph 
formed by the phone address books, and can spread 
very quickly without geographical limitations. The 
other approach is to use short range wireless media 
such as Bluetooth to infect the devices in proximity as 
“proximity malware”. Recent work of [1] has investi-
gated the proximity malware propagation features, 
and finds that it spreads slowly because of the human 
mobility, which offers ample opportunities to deploy a 
defense system. However, the approach for efficiently 
deploying such system is still an ongoing research is-
sue. In this paper, we are the first to address the chal-
lenge of designing a defense system for both MMS and 
proximity malware. We introduce an optimal distrib-
uted solution to efficiently contain malware spreading 
and to help infected nodes to recover.

Consider a mobile network where a portion of the 
nodes are infected by malware. Our research problem 
is to deploy an efficient defense system to help the in-
fected nodes to recover and prevent the healthy nodes 
from further infection. Typically, we should dissemi-
nate the content-based signatures of known malware 
to as many nodes as possible. The signature is obtained 
by using algorithms such as an MD5 hash over the mal-
ware content, and they are used by the mobile devices 
to detect various patterns in the malware and then to 
disable further propagation. Therefore, distributing 
these signatures into the whole network while avoid-
ing unnecessary redundancy is our optimization goal. 
However, to address the above problem in a realistic 
mobile environment is challenging for several reasons.
First, typically we cannot rely on centralized algorithms 
to distribute the signatures since the service infrastruc-
ture may not be always available. 

For example the existing centralized schemes such as 
social patching and broadcast signature dissemination 
have to rely on service provider networks and hence 
cannot be used without infrastructure support. There-
fore, a sensible way for signature distribution is to use 
a distributed and cooperative way among users. Sec-
ond, mobile devices in general have limited resources, 
i.e., CPU, storage, and battery power. Although their 
storage and CPU capacity have been increasing rapidly 
recently, it is still very resource-limited compared to 
desktops. Hence, in the to-be-deployed defense sys-
tem, we should adequately consider the limitation of 
resources, especially the memory capacity to store the 
defense software and signatures.
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Problem Formulation and Centralized Algo-
rithm:

Based on the malware spreading model, we first for-
mulate the problem, and then give a greedy algorithm 
to achieve the optimal signature distribution. Now, 
we validate the proposed malware spreading model 
expressed, which is based on the epidemic model for 
malware spreading and the fluid model in DTN. Since 
our model characterizes the fraction of the malware in-
fected nodes, we simulate the malware spreading, and 
compare the simulation results of infected ratio with 
that obtained by the model. As we have claimed that 
this model characterizes the MMS and proximity mal-
ware spreading, we validate the malware spreading in 
both the proximity and MMS scenarios.

Algorithms Used are:

ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM:

The system provides optimal signature distribution  »
to defend mobile networks against the propagation of 
both proximity and MMS-based malware.

The proposed system offers protection against both  »
MMS based attack and Bluetooth based attack at the 
same time.

 »
 »
 »
 »

 
Fig.1: Proposed System Model

4. IMPLEMENTATION:

The framework of our proposed system has the ac-
companying modules alongside the following prereq-
uisites. 

•Malware signature finder and Spreading Module 
•Problem Formulation And Centralized Algorithm
•The Metropolis Sampler.
•Performance Evaluation

Malware signature finder and Spreading 
Model:
       
In this module, malware signature will be analyzed and 
distributed over connected node.  We consider a sys-
tem of N heterogeneous wireless nodes belonging to 
K types (e.g., type of OS), which can be infected by K 
types of malware, denoted by set IK. In the defense 
system, we assume that there are S helpers, denoted 
by set SS, storing the signatures to help other nodes 
with detecting the malware. 
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For example the existing centralized schemes such as 
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Through both theoretical analysis and simulations, we 
demonstrate the efficiency of our defense scheme in 
reducing the amount of infected nodes in the system. 
At the same time, a number of open questions remain 
unanswered. For example, the malicious nodes may 
inject some dummy signatures targeting no malware 
into the network and induce denial-of-service attacks 
to the defense system. Therefore, security and authen-
tication mechanisms should be considered. 

From the aspect of malware, since some sophisticat-
ed malware that can bypass the signature detection 
would emerge with the development of the defense 
system, new defense mechanisms will be required. At 
the same time, our work considers the case of OStar-
geting malware. Although most of the current existing 
malware is OS targeted, cross-OS malware will emerge 
and propagate in the near future. 

How to efficiently deploy the defense system with the 
consideration of cross-OS malware is another impor-
tant problem. We are continuing to cover these topics 
in the future work.
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